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Abstract 
Let X be a continuum, let C(X) be the hyperspace of subcontinua of X. Answering questions 
by S.B. Nadler Jr, we prove that C(X) IS a finite-dimensional product of two nondegenerate 
continua if and only if X is an arc or a circle. We also give an example of a nonlocally connected 
continuum 2 such that C(Z) is homeomorphic to Z x I. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
A continuum is a compact, connected metric space. For a continuum X with metric 
d, C(X) denotes the hyperspace of all subcontinua of X, with the Hausdorff metric 
‘7-L. The symbol E means “homeomorphic to”. A space is a Cartesian product if it is 
homeomorphic to the product of two nondegenerate spaces. 
Several authors have studied the relationship between hyperspaces and other topologi- 
cal structures such as cones (Rogers in [ 131 and Nadler in [7]), suspensions (Nadler and 
Quinn in [lo]) and products (Curtis and Schori in [2], Duda in [3] and Nadler in [SJ). 
In [8, Question 2.01, Nadler asked the following question: 
Question 1. If C(X) is a finite-dimensional Cartesian product then must X be an arc or 
a circle? 
In the same paper, he gave some partial answers to this question. The most general 
class for which he answered it is the class of a-triadic continua [S, Theorem 2.131. 
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Previously, this problem had been solved for locally connected continua by Duda [3, 
9.71 (see [B, Theorem 1.11). 
Another question related to this topic is: 
Question 2 [B, Question 3.191. If C(X) is a Cartesian product, then must X be locally 
connected? 
Using Nadler’s results, in this paper we answer both questions by proving: 
Theorem A. C(X) is a finite-dimensional Cartesian product if and only if X is an arc 
or a circle. 
Example. There exists a nonlocally connected continuum 2 such that C(Z) ? 2 x I. 
The strategy for the proof of Theorem A 
Definition. An M-od in X is an element B E C(X) for which there exists A E C(B) 
such that B - A contains at least M components. A space is hereditarily decomposable 
if, for every nondegenerate A E C(X), there exist two proper subcontinua B, C of A 
such that A = B U C. 
It is known that (see [12, Theorem 11 and [6,5.3]) if X contains an M-od, then C(X) 
contains an M-cell. In fact, the converse is also true as it was proved by the author 
in [5]. Thus, if C(X) is finite-dimensional, then there exists an integer M such that X 
contains no M-ods. 
In [B], Nadler proved that if C(X) is finite-dimensional and C(X) N W x Y (W and 
Y are nondegenerate), then 
(a) W and Y are each arcwise connected [B, Lemma 2.11. 
(b) C(X) - {A) is arcwise connected for each A E C(X) [B, Lemma 2.31. 
(c) X is hereditarily decomposable [B, Theorem 2.51. 
By Duda’s theorem (see [B, Theorem 1. l]), in order to prove Theorem A, it is enough 
to show that X is locally connected. We do that through the following steps: 
1. We suppose that C(X) is finite-dimensional and C(X) N W x Y. Then IV, Y and 
C(X) satisfy properties (a)-(c). Moreover, there exists a positive integer A4 such that 
X contains no n/l-ods. We assume also that X is not locally connected. We define the 
notion of wrinkles at C(X) and we prove that, since X is not locally connected, then 
C(X) contains a wrinkle (Theorem 1.3). 
2. The notion of wrinkle is specifically defined for hyperspaces. We define, for a 
topological space V, the notion of folds in V. We prove that, since C(X) contains a 
wrinkle, then C(X) contains a fold (Theorem 2.4). We also prove that, since C(X) has 
a fold and C(X) cv W x Y, then W or Y has a fold (Theorem 2.5). Finally, if W has a 
fold at a point wo E W, then W x Y has a fold at every point of {WC,} x Y (Theorem 2.6). 
3. There is no arc y in C(X) such that C(X) has a wrinkle at every point of y 
(Theorem 3.6). 
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Thus the sequence of the proof of Theorem A is as follows: 
X is not locally connected 
-+ There is a wrinkle in C(X) 
-+ There is a fold in C(X) 
+ There is a fold at a point wg E W 
-+ C(X) has a fold at every point of {WO} x Y 
+ (Y is arcwise connected) There is an arc y in C(X) such that C(X) has a 
wrinkle at every point of y, this is a contradiction which proves that X is 
locally connected. 
Therefore, Theorem A is true. 
1. Wrinkles 
At this moment we are not assuming that C(X) is a finite-dimensional Cartesian 
product. This is made because we want to specify the necessary hypothesis in each one 
of the theorems. 
Conventions 1.1. The set of positive integers is denoted by N, The unit interval in the 
real line Iw is denoted by I. A map is a continuous function. If E > 0, a E X and 
A E C(X), define 
B(E, a) = {z E X: d(z, a) < E}? 
N(E, A) = {z E X: there exists p E A such that d(z,p) < E}, 
B(E, A) = {B E C(X): 7f(A, B) < E}. 
Finally, define Fl(X) = {{z} E C(X): z E X}. 
Definition 1.2. We say that C(X) has a wrinkle at an element A E C(X) - Fl (X) if 
there exist a point a E A, a sequence (a,), in X - A and a sequence (A,), in C(X) 
such that a, -+ a, A, + A, Al 2 AZ > . . . , a, E A, for every n E N and, if 
B E C(A1) and {n E N: a, E B} is infinite, then A c B. 
A Whitney map (see [9, 0.501) is a map p : C(X) -+ I such that: 
(a) p(X) = 1 and ~((5)) = 0 for every II: E X. 
(b) If A, B E C(X) and A c B # A, then p(A) < p(B). 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that X is hereditarily decomposable and there exists A4 E W 
such that X contains no M-ods. Then C(X) has a wrinkle if and only if X is not 
locally connected. 
Proof. First, we will show that if X contains no M-ods and A, B E C(X) then A n B 
has at most I!4 - 1 components (see [9, 1.210.11). Suppose, on the contrary, that there 
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exist A,B E C(X) such that A n B has at least M components. Then there exist 
pairwise disjoint elements Ht , . . . , HM E Zx suchthat AnJ3 = HI U...UHM. 
Let Ui,... , u&f be open subsets of X such that Clx (Ut ), . . . , Clx (DM) are pairwise 
disjoint and Hi c Ui for every i. For each 1 < i < M, choose a component Di of 
Cl,(BnUi) such that Din Hi # 8. By [9, Theorem 20.31, DinBd~(BnVi) # 0. Then 
AUD~U~..UD~EC(X)~~~(AUD~~.. . U 0~) - A has at least M components. 
Hence A U DI U . . U DM is an M-od in X. This contradiction proves the assertion. 
(+) Suppose that X is not locally connected. Then there exists an open subset U of 
X and there exists a nonopen component C of U. Let a E C - Int C. Let E > 0 be such 
that B(e, u) c U. For each 7~ E N, let a, E B(e/n, a) - C. Then a, + a. 
Let 
A = {B E C(X): {n E N: a, E B} is infinite}. 
Fix a Whitney map p : C(X) + I. Since X E A, A # 0, so there exists A E Clc(x)(d) 
such that p(A) 6 p(B) for every B E Cl C(X) (A). We will show that C(X) has a wrinkle 
at A. Since {B E C(X): a E B} is closed in C(X) and it contains the set A, it follows 
that a E B for every B E Clc(x)(d). In particular, a E A. 
Let BO E A be such that 3_I(A, Bo) < E. Then BO c N(c,A). If A = {a}, then 
a E BO c B(E, a) c U, this implies that BO c C. Then C contains infinitely many a,. 
This is a contradiction which proves that A # {u}. Thus p(A) > 0. 
Since X is hereditarily decomposable, there exist two proper subcontinua D, E of A 
such that A = D U E. By the choice of A, the sets D and E do not belong to A, this 
implies that A +! A. Hence, there exists N E N such that a, $ A for every n 2 N. 
Let (B,), be a sequence in A such that B, + A. For each n E N, let 
A,=AuB,UB,+iu..., 
then A, E C(X), A, -+ A and Al > AZ I . . . . Let nt > N be such that a,, E B1 c 
Al. Let nz > ni be such that a,, E BS c AZ. Proceeding in this way, there exists a 
sequence N < n1 < n2 < . . such that u,~ E A, for every m E N. 
Let B E C(A,) be such that {m E N: u,~ E B} is infinite. Then B E A and a E B. 
For each m E N, a,, , unm+, , . . . E A,, so {k E N: a,, E B fl A,) is infinite. Since 
X contains no M-ods, B n A, has at most M - 1 components, thus there exists a 
component C, of B n A, such that {Ic E N: a,, E Cm} is infinite. Then C, E A. 
Let (Cm,)e be a subsequence of (Cm)m convergent to an element B* E C(X). Then 
B* E Clc(x,(d), p(A) 6 p(B*) and B* c B n A, thus p(B*) = p(A), so A = B*. 
Therefore A c B. 
Hence C(X) has a wrinkle at A. 
(+) Now, suppose that C(X) has a wrinkle at an element A E C(X) - Fl (X). Let 
a E A, (A,), and (a,), be as in the definition of wrinkles. We will show that X is not 
locally connected at a. Suppose, on the contrary, that X is locally connected at a. 
Let E > 0 be such that A is not contained in Clx(B(c, a)). Let U be an open connected 
subset of B(E, u) such that a E U. Define B = Clx (U). Since X contains no M-ods, 
B n Al has at most M - 1 components. Since B IT Al contains infinitely many a,, there 
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exists a component Ba of B n Al such that Ba contains infinitely many a,. This implies 
that A c I30 c Clx (B(E, u)). This contradiction proves that X is not locally connected 
ata. 0 
2. Folds 
Conventions 2.1. The letter P* denotes the subset of the Euclidean plane lR2 defined 
by P* = J U U{Jn: n E N}, where J, = I x {l/n} and J = I x (0). We also 
define ‘P = P* U JO, where JO = (0) x I. For all p = (x,0) E J and n E N, define 
p(n) = (z, l/n,). Then p(n) + p. Let 0 = (0,O) E i’R2. 
Definition 2.2. A continuum W has a fold at a point w E IV’ if there exists a map 
f : P 4 W such that f(o) = w and for each p E J - {fi}, there exists an open subset 
U of W such that f(p) E U and if C is the component of U which contains f(p), then 
C does not intersect {f@(n)): n E IV}. 
An order arc in C(X) from A0 to Al is a subcontinuum y of C(X) such that, 
A0 = n{A: A E y}, Al = U{A: A E y} and, for each A,B E y, A c B or B c A, 
the space of order arcs r(X) is defined by 
r(X) = {y: y is an order arc in C(X)}, 
T(X) is endowed with the Hausdorff metric ti2 in C(C(X)) which is induced by the 
Hausdorff metric ‘!Y in C(X). 
Given A E C(X) - {X}, the semiboundary of C(A) is defined by 
SB(A) = {B E C(A): there exists a map (Y: 1 -+ C(X) such that o(0) = B 
and o(t) is not contained in A for all t > 0). 
Let M(A) = {B E SB(A): B IS minimal (with respect to the inclusion)}. 
For the existence of order arcs, see [9, 1.08 and 1.101. Notice that, for each A E 
C(X), {A} is an order arc from A to A. The compactness of r(X) is proved in [9, 
1.29 and 1.301. Semiboundaries were introduced by the author in [4]. The existence of 
minimal elements in SB(A) is shown in [4, Theorem 1.41. In [4, Theorem 1.41, the 
following theorem is proved: 
Theorem. Let M E N. Then X contains no M-ods ifund only iffor every A E C(X) - 
{X}, M(A) has at most M - 1 elements. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that X contains no M-ods. Let (A,), be a sequence in C(X) 
and let A E C(X) be such that, for each n E IV, A n A, # 0 and A, is not contained 
in A. Then there exists a point a E A such {n E N: a E A,} is injnite. 
Proof. Notice that A # X. Let n E N. We assert that there exists B, E C(X) such that 
B, E SB(A) and B, c A,. If A c A,, since A E SB(A) (see [4, Theorem 1.2(c)]), 
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we define B, = A. If A is not contained in A,, let B, be a component of A n A,, by 
[4, Theorem 1.2(f)], B, E SB(A). 
By Theorem 1.4 in [4], there exists C, E M(A) such that C, c B,. Since X contains 
no M-ods, M(A) is finite. Hence there exists C E M(A) such that C = C, for infinitely 
many A,. Finally, choose a point a E C. q 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that X is hereditarily decomposable and there exists M E N 
such that X contains no M-ods. Let A E C(X) - Fl (X). Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(a) C(X) has a fold at A, and 
(b) C(X) has a wrinkle at A. 
Proof. (a) + (b). Let f :P --) C(X) be a map such that f(o) = A and, f be as 
in the definition of folds. For each r > 0, define D(T) = ([0, r] x [0, r]) fl P. Then 
D(r) E C(P). 
We will prove the following assertion: 
For all T > 0, there exists p E D(r) such that f(p) fl A = 0. (1) 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists ra > 0 such that, for each p E D(Q), f(p) n 
A # 0. Since X is hereditarily decomposable, there exists two proper subcontinua Ci , C2 
of A such that A = C1 U C2. Let E > 0 be such that, if E E C(X) and 3_I(A, E) < E, 
then E - Cl # 0 # E - C2. Let r > 0 be such that r < r-0 and f(D(r)) C B(E,A). 
Define q = (r, 0) E D(r) n (J - {o}), then there exists an open subset U of C(X) 
such that f(q) E U and if C is the component of U such that f(q) E C, then C does 
not intersect he set {f(q(n)): n E N}. Let 6 > 0 be such that B(S, f(q)) c U. 
Fern > l/r, q(n) E D(r), so f(q(n))-Cl # 0 # .f(q(n))-G and f(q($W # 0. 
So, we may assume that f(q(n)) - Cl # 0 and f(q(n)) n Cl # 0 for infinitely many 
72. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a subsequence (f(q(nk)))k of (f(q(n))n and there exists 
b E C1 such that b E f(q(nk)) and X(l(f(q), f(q(nk))) < 6 for every k E N. This implies 
that b E f(q). 
Let Q, p: I --f C(X) be maps such that ~(0) = {b} = P(O), ~(1) = f(q), P(1) = 
f(q(nl)) and, ifs < t, then Q(S) c a(t) and p(s) c p(t) (see [9, Theorem 1.81). Define 
y:I+C(X) by 
y(t) = { 
f(4) u P(2t) ifO< l/2, 
f(q(nl)) U 42 - 2t) if l/2 < t 6 1. 
Clearly, y is a path in B(S, f(q)) c U joining f(q) and f(q(nl)). Thus f(q(nl)) E C. 
This contradicts the choice of U and completes the proof of (1). 
By (l), there exists pa E Di such that f&a) n A = 0. Let ~1 > 0 be such that ~1 < 1 
and f(pa) n N(EI, A) = 0. Let ~1 > 0 be such that rt < 1 and 
f(D(ri)) c B(ei,f(O)) = B(ei,A) 
By (l), there exists pi E O(ri) such that f(pi) IIA = 0. Let ~2 > 0 be such that ~2 < ~1, 
~2 < l/2 and f(pl) n N(Q,A) = 0. Let 7-2 > 0 be such that r-2 < r1, r2 < l/2 and 
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f(Wr2)) c W&2, A). P roceeding in this way, sequences (p,),, (E~)~ and (T~)~ can be 
constructed such that, for each n E N, p, E D(T~), 0 < Ed < ~-1 and en < l/n, 0 < 
r, < ~~-1 and r, < l/n, f(pn) n N( &,+I, A) = 0 and f(Rm)) c B(E,, A). 
It 
Then the sets f(pi), f(p2), . . . are pairwise disjoint and f(pn) --f A. 
For each n E N, choose a, E f(pn) and define 
A, = u {C E C(X): C E f(D(r,))}. 
is easy to check that f(pn) c A,, A, E C(X), A,+, c A,, a, E A, - A and 
A, + A. 
Let (a,,)k be a subsequence of (a,), converging to a point a E X. Then a E A. 
In order to complete the proof that C(X) has a wrinkle at A, let B E C(A,, ) be such 
that {k E N: a,, E B} is infinite. Notice that a E B. Suppose that A - B # 0, then 
there exists EO > 0 such that if E E C(X) and ‘H(A, E) < ~0, then E - B # 0. 
Let K E N be such that 7_I(A, f(pn,)) < EO for every k 3 K. Let ICI,. . , kM 3 K be 
such that unk E B for each i E { 1, . , M}. Define F = f(pn,, ) U . U f(pn,, ) U B. 
Then F E C(X) and F - B = f(pnb, ) - B U . . U f(p,,.) - B, each one of the sets 
in this union is nonempty and they are pairwise separated. This implies that F - B has 
at least M components, so F is an M-od in X. This contradiction proves that A c B 
and ends the proof that C(X) has a wrinkle at A. 
(b) + (a). Suppose that C(X) has a wrinkle at A. Let a E A, (A,), and (a,), be 
as in the definition of wrinkle. Fix a Whitney map 1-1: C(X) -+ 1. For each n E N, let 
“in be an order arc from {a,} to A,. Since r(X) is compact [9, 1.29 and 1.301, there 
exist a subsequence (m,)k of (m), and an order arc y in C(X) such that 7nk 4 y. 
Notice that y is an order arc from {a} to A. 
Define to = p(A). Since a,, E A,, - A and A c A,, , 0 < to < P(A,~ ). For each 
k t N, define /& : I + yk in the following way: if t E I, 
then there exists a unique C(t, k) E “inr, such that p(C(t, k)) = tto. So we define 
Pk(t) = C(t, k). 1 n order to prove that ,& is continuous, let E > 0. By [6, 1.51, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that, if D c E and p(E) - ,u(D) < S, then ‘H(E, D) < c. If s < t 
and t - s < 6, then ]h(C(t, k)) - p(C(s, k))I = Itto - stol < 6 and C(s, k) c C(t, k). 
Thus R(bk(t), P,(s)) < E. Therefore pk is continuous. 
Now, define /3: 1 + y by p(t) = unique element in y such that p@(t)) = tto. 
Reasoning as before, p is continuous. 
Define F’ : P* t C(X) by: 
F*(Gs) = 
1 
/&(1-t) ifs=l/kforsomek, 
p(1 _ t) ifs=0 
Clearly, F* is continuous in U{Jm: m E N}. In order to see that F* is continuous at 
a point p = (t, 0) E J, let E > 0. By [6, 1.51, there exists Q > 0 such that, if D c E 
and p(E) - p(D) < 7, then ‘H(E, D) < e/2. Let S > 0 be such that 6 < ~/2 and, if 
‘Ft(D, E) < 6 and D, E E C(X), then [p(D) - p(E)1 < 77/2. Let K E N be such that 
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l/K < q/2 and Z*(y,,,y) < 6 for all k > K. If (‘11,s) E P* and 1’~. - tl,s < l/K. 
Then s = l/k for some k > K or s = 0. Thus ‘H*(y*, y) < 6, where y* = ynlc if 
s = l/k and ok = y ifs = 0. Then there exists D’ E y* such that ‘FI(D*, /3(1 -t)) < 6. 
This implies that Ip(D*) - (1 - t)tc) < q/2. Since F*(u,s) E y*, F*(u,s) c D* or 
D* c F*(u, s). Moreover, 
10’) - @*(u, s)) 1 < IP(D*) - (1 - t)tol + I(1 - t)to - (1 - 4to1 < rl. 
So we have ‘FI(D*,F*(u,s)) < e/2. Hence 3_I(F*(t,0),F*(z~,s)) < c. Thus F* is 
continuous in (t, 0). 
Therefore, F* is continuous. 
Now, let p E J - (0). We will show that there exists an open subset U of C(X) 
such that F*(p) E U and, if C is the component of U which contains F*(p), then 
C n {F*(p(k)): k E N} = 0. 
Define E = F*(p). Then p(E) < to, so E is properly contained in A. Then there 
exists E > 0 such that A is not contained in the set U{D: D E Clc(x)(B(&, E))}. Let 
Vi = B(E, E). Let Ci be the component of Vi which contains E. 
If the set N* = {k E N: F*@(k)) E Cl} is infinite, let 
then A is not contained in S and S E C(X). If k E N*, a,, E F*&(k)) c 5’. Then 
{k E N: a,, E S} is infinite. Then a E S. Since X has no A4-ods, S n A,, has a finite 
number of components (see the proof of Theorem 1.3), then there exists a component B 
of S fl A,, such that {k E N: unk E B} is infinite. This implies that A c B c S. This 
contradiction proves that N* is finite. 
Since A n {a,, : k E N*} = 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 6 < E and 
N(S, A) n {a,,: k E N*} = 0. 
Define U = B(S, E). Let C be the component of U which contains E. Then C C Ci. 
If there exists k E W such that F*@(k)) E C, then k E N’ and ‘H(F*(p(k)),E) < 6, 
thus uns 4 N(6, A) and enk E F*(p(k)) c N(6, E) c N(S,A). This contradiction 
proves that C n {F*&(k)): k E R?} = 0. 
For each k E N, let ak, Xk : I -+ C(X) be continuous functions such that cq(O) = 
A, @k(l) = A,, &(O) = A(l), &(l) = A,, and, if s < t, then CQ(S) c CQ (t) and 
Xk(s) C &(t) (see [9, Theorem 1.81). 
Define ‘qk : I -+ C(X) by 
qk(t) = 
( 
xk (4t) ifO<t< l/4, 
ak(2 - 4t) if l/4 < t < l/2, 
Qk+1(4t - 2) if l/2 < t < 3/d, 
&+1(4-&) if 3/4 < t < 1. 
‘hen qk is continuous, qk(O) = &(l) and qk(l) = /&+1(l). 
Define FO : (0) x I + C(X) by 
Fo(O,t) = 
7jk((k + l)(-kt + 1)) if t E [l/(k + l), l/k] for some k, 
A 
if t = 0. 
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Then Fo is well defined and continuous in (0) x (0, 11. The continuity of FO at (0.0) 
follows from the facts that A,, ---) A and,&(l) = F*(O, I/k) + F*(O,O) = /l(l) = A. 
Finally, define F : P + C(X) by 
F(P) = 
F*(p) if p E P*, 
Fe(p) if p E (0) x 1. 
Since F*(O, l/k) = Pk(l) = ~(0) = Fo(0, l/k) and F*(O,O) = A = Fo(O,O), F 
is well defined and continuous. Hence F satisfies the requirements in the definition of 
folds. 
Therefore C(X) has a fold at A. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that C(X) N W x Y. Suppose that W x Y has a fold at a point 
(wg. yo). Let UO be an open subset of W x Y such that (wo, yo) E UO. Then W has a 
fold at a point of 7rw(lJo) or Y has a fold at a point of 7ry (UC,), where xw and 7ry are 
the respective projections. 
Proof. Let f : P + W x Y be a map such that f(o) = ( WO, yo) and, for each p E J - {o}, 
there exists an open subset UP of W x Y such that f(p) E Up and, if C, is the component 
of Up such that f(p) E C,, then C, n {f(p(n)) : n E IV} = 8. 
Since f(6) E UO, there exists A4 E N such that f(([O, l/A41 x [0, l/M]) n P) c UC,. 
Since f I(( [0, l/M] x [0, 1 /MI) I? P) has analogous properties of f, we may assume that 
f(P) c uo. 
For each p E ‘P, let f(p) = (w(p), y(p)). Define q = (1,O). Let W,, Yg be open subsets 
of W and Y, respectively, such that (w(q), y(q)) E W, x Y4 c U,. Let CW (respectively 
Cry) be the component of IV, (respectively Y4) which contains w(q) (respectively y(q)). 
Since CW x Cy c C,, then (C w x Cy) f’ {f(q(n)): n E N} = 0. This implies that 
N = {n E N: w(q(n)) $ Cw} U {n, E N: y(q(n)) $! Cy}. Thus we may assume that 
the set IV* = {n E N: w(q(n)) $ C,} is infinite. With this assumption, we will show 
that W has a fold at 7rw ( UO). 
Suppose that N* = {nl,n2,. . .}, where n1 < n2 < .. Define I* = {t E I: there 
exists an open subset V of W such that w(t, 0) E V and, if C is the component of V 
such that &,t,O) E C, then the set {X- E N: 2~(t, I/nk) E C> is finite). 
Since {k E N: ~(1. I/Q) E CW} = {k E IV: w(q(nk)) E CW} = 0,1 E I*. Since 
us : P + W is continuous, it follows that 0 4 I”. We will show that I* is open in 
I. Let t E I*. Let V and C be as the definition of I* for the point t. Let S > 0 be 
such that ((t - 6, t + 6) x [0, 6)) f! P c 211-l (V). Define L = (t - 6, t + 6) n I and 
let K E W be such that l/nK < 5. Let s E L, then the connectedness of w(L x (0)) 
implies that w(s,O) E C. If k 3 K, w(L x {I/Q}) is a connected subset of V, so 
w(Lx{I/n~})~C=0orw(Lx{1/n~})~C.Thisimpliesthat 
{k E RI: w(s, l/nk) E C} c {k E N: w(t, 1,‘~) E C} U (1,. . ., K - l}. 
Thus s E I*. We have proved that L c I”. Therefore I* is open in I. 
Define T = max(1 - I”), then T < 1. Define po = (T, 0). We wiI1 show that W has a 
fold at 4~0) = ~w(f(~o)) c ~wWO). 
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For each k E N, let 
Tk = max {t E 1: W(t, l/nk) E w(J)} u {r}. 
We assert that rk + T. Suppose, on the contrary, that the sequence (Tk)k does not 
converge to T. Since r < rk for each k, there exists SO E (r, l] and there exists a 
subsequence (r&,,)m Of (rk)k such that Tk, -+ SO. We may assume that, for every 
m E N, r < r,&, . Then W(rk, , l/n&) E w(J). Thus there exists (sm, 0) E J such that 
w(rk,, l/nk,) = w(srn, 0). We may also assume that s, + s for some s E I. 
Then w(s, 0) = w(sg, 0). Notice that SO E I*, let V and C be as in the definition of 
I* for the point SO. Let 6 > 0 be such that 
(((s - 6, s + S) x [O, S)) n P) u (((so - s, so + 6) x [O, 6)) n P) c w-l(v). 
LetMENbesuchthat,foreachm>M, l/r& <6, Irk,-S0]<6and]s,-s]< 
6. Then the sets w(((s -6,s+S) flI) x (0)) and w(((s0 -6,so+S)flI) x {l/n&,}) 
are connected, both contain the point W(r,&, l/nk,) = w(s,, 0) and the first one 
contains the point w(s, 0) = W(SO, 0). Thus they are contained in C. In particular, 
w(s0, l/n&) E c. Hence {k E N: w(s0, l/r&) E C} is infinite. This contradicts the 
choice of V and ends the proof that rk + r. 
For each m E N, let V, = B( l/ m, w(pa)) c W. Let C, be the component of V, 
such that w(pa) E Cm. Since r 6 I*, the set N, = {k E N: w(r, l/nk) E Cm} iS 
infinite. Then a sequence /cl < Ic2 < . . . can be chosen such that, for each m E N, rk, < 
1 and k, E N,. Then w(r, l/n&) E C,. 
Define F* : P* + W by 
F*(t, s) = 
t 
w((l -rk,)t+rk,, l/nk,) if s = l/m for some m, 
~((1 - r)t + r,O) if s = 0. 
Then F” is continuous and F*(o) = w(r,O) = W&I). Let p = (t, 0) E J - (0). We 
will show that there exists an open subset U of W such that if C is the component of 
U which contains F*(p), then C n {F*(p(n)): n E N} = 8. Suppose, on the contrary, 
that there is no such an U. 
If there exists m E N such that F*(p) = F*(p(m)), then I%, < (1 - Tk,)t+rk, < 1 
and w(( 1 - rk,)t + rk,, l/m+) = F*(t, l/m) = F*(p) E w(J). This contradicts the 
choice of rk,. Therefore F*(p) # F*@(m)) for every m E N. 
For each E > 0, let E, be the component of B(E, F*(p)) which contains F*(p). Let 
mo E N be such that F*(p(mo)) E El. Let ~1 > 0 be such that ~1 < 1 and 
B(ci,F*(p)) n {F*@(l)), . ,F*(dw))} = 0. 
Let ml E N be such that F*(p,,)) E E,,. Then ml > mo. Let EZ > 0 be such that 
EZ < ~1 and ~2 < l/2 and 
+3’*(p)) n{F*(p(l)),...,F*(Ami))} =a. 
Proceeding in this way, sequences ~1 > ~2 > . . and mo < ml < rn2 < . . . can be 
constucted such that F*(p(mj)) E Ecj and ~j + 0. 
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Define s* = (1 - r)t + T and p* = (s*,O). Then T < s* < 1. So S* E 1*. Then 
there exists an open subset V* of W such that w(p*) E V* and if C* is the component 
of V” which contains w(p*) then {k E N: w(s*, l/nk) E C”} is finite. Notice that 
F*(p) = w(s*, 0) = w(p*) E V*. Then there exist E*, 6” > 0 such that B(E*, F*(p)) c 
V” and w(((s* - 6*, s* + S*) x [0, S*)) n P) c V*. Let je E N be such that, for each 
j 2 j0: Ej < Et, IInk,_ < S* and T&,J - T < S*. 
For each j > ja, B(E~, F*(p)) C V*, so EE, c C*, in particular, F*(p(mj)) E C*. 
Then ~((1 - rk,,, )t + rk,,, , l/q_ ) E C*. Since 
W(((.$* - b*,S* + 6’) f-i I) x (l/nk_ }) is a connected subset of V’ which contains 
F*(p(m,)). Hence this set is contained in C”. In particular, 
w(P*(nkm3 1) = WCs*, l/nk,,,) E c*. 
Thus, for each j > ~‘0, w(p* (r&,:, )) E C*. This contradicts the choice of C* and ends 
the proof of the existence of U. 
From now on, we will identify C(X) with W x Y. Then we will think that the points 
in W x Y are subcontinua of X. 
For each m E RI, define 
Am. = f(r, 1/72k,), 
B, = (~!(Po),Y(~, l/nk,,)). 
DnL = /J {A E C(X): A E Clw(G) x {y(r! l/nkm)}}. 
Then D,, E C(X) ( see [9, 1.491). Notice that A,, B, c D,. Let cr,, Pm : I + C(X) 
be maps such that LY, (0) = A,: am(l) = D,, p,(O) = B,, Pm(l) = D, and, if 
s < t, then o,(s) c o,(t) and Pm(s) c p,(t). 
For each m E N, define yrn : I -+ W by 
w(6rs + ( 1 - 6s)rkm, 1 /nk, ) ifOGs< l/6, 
7rw(o,(6s - 1)) if 1/6<s<2/6, 
-h(s) = 
7rw (Pm(3 - 6s)) if 2/6 < s < 316, 
7rw(Pm+1(6~ - 3)) if 316 < s < 416, 
~.~(a,+1 (5 - 6s)) if 416 < s 6 516, 
~((6s - +k,+! + (6 - 6s)r, l/n&+,) if 5/6 < s 6 1. 
Then ‘ym is well defined, continuous, 
rm(0) = ‘drk_, link_) and h(l) = W(rk,+,, l/nk,+,). 
Definey:{O}xI+Wby 
y(0.s) = 1 r,((m + I)(-ms + 1)) if s E [l/(m+ l), l/m] for some m, 4Po) if s = 0. 
Then y is well defined and continuous at each point of the set (0) x (0. 11. 
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Since Clw (C,) + {4Po)>, Clw(Cm) x Mr, ll%~)> + {(W(PO)>Y(PO))I = 
{f(po)} (in C(C(X))>. Thus D, + f(Po). Notice that A, + f(Po) and I?, + f(po). 
This implies that y is continuous in 6. Therefore, y is continuous. 
Finally, define F : P + W by 
F(P) = 
Y(P) ifpE{O}xl, 
F*(p) if p E P*. 
Since ~(0, l/m) = w(rk_, l/nk_) = F*(O! l/m) and y(O,O) = w(pa) = F*(O,O), F 
is well defined and continuous. Hence F satisfies the requirements in the definition of 
folds. 
Therefore, W has a fold at w(p0). 0 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that W and Y are continua and W has afold at a point wo E W. 
Then, for every y E Y, W x Y has a fold at (2~0, y). 
Proof. Let y E Y. Let f : P + W be as in the definition of fold at WO. Define g : P 4 
W x Y by g(p) = (f(p), y). Then g is continuous and g(a) = (WO, y). Let p E J - (0). 
Then there exists an open subset U of W such that f(p) E U and the component C of 
U which contains f(p) does not intersect the set {f@(n)): n E IV}. Define V = U x Y. 
Then V is an open subset of W x Y such that g(p) E V. Notice that g(p) E C x Y, C x Y 
is a component of V and (C x Y) f? {g@(n)): 72 E IV} = 0. Therefore W x Y has a 
fold at (wa, y). 0 
3. Arcs of wrinkles 
Convention 3.1. Let W = {A E C(X): C(X) has a wrinkle at A}. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that X contains no M-ods. Let A E W. Suppose that C. D, E E 
C(X) are such that A c C = D U E, A - D # 8 and A - E # 8. Then, for each 
E > 0, there exists G E C(X) such that ‘H(A, G) < &, G - C is connected and 
A c Clx(G - C). 
Proof. Let E > 0. Let a, (a,), and (A,), be as in the definition of wrinkle at A. 
Since X contains no M-ods (see the proof of Theorem 1.3), Al n D has a finite number 
of components. Let H be a component of Al n D. Then H c Al and A - H # 0. 
So {n E W: a, t H} is finite (see Definition 1.2). Thus {n E RI: a, E D} is finite. 
Similarly, {n E N: a, E E} is finite. Therefore, {n E N: a, E C} is finite. Hence 
there exists N E N such that a, $ C for every n 3 N. We may assume also the 
‘FI(A, AN) < F. 
Since A c C fl AN, C U AN E C(X). Since X contains no M-ods, C U AN - C has 
a finite number of components and since (a,: n > N} C C U AN - C, there exists a 
component K of C U AN - C such that {n E N: a, 6 K} is infinite. 
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Define G = Clx(K) E C(X). S’ mce G c AN c A1 and the set {n E M: a, E G} is 
infinite. Then il c G c AN. So H(G. A) < E. Notice that G - C = K, so that G - C 
is connected and A c Clx(G - C). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that there exist Al,. . , AM E W such that 0 # Al n . n AM 
and Ai - Aj # 0 for each i # j. Then X contains an M-od. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that X contains no M-ods. For each i E { 1. . . , Al}, 
let ai E Ai, (njn)), c X - Ai and (A!“‘), c C(X) b e as in the definition of wrinkle 
at A,. 
For each i E {l,... , n/r}, let N, E IY be such that, for each j E { 1,. . , Al} - 
{i}, A, - AiN”) # 0. Define Bi = AiN”). If, for some j # i, {n E RI: a$?) E Bi} is 
infinite, since B,?Ai” has a finite number of components (see the proof of Theorem 1.3), 
then there exists a component B of Bi n Al” such that {n E N: oj” E B} is infinite. 
This implies that Aj c B c B,. This contradiction proves that {n E N: a?) E Bi} is 
finite for every j # i. 
Then, for each j E { 1, . . , n}, since {n E IY: a:’ E BJ } is infinite, Bj is not 
containedin B1 U...UBj_lUB,+1 U. .uB~I. Since 0 # A, fl.. .f~Anf c B1 U. .UBhf, 
the main theorem in [l 11 implies that X contains an M-od. This contradiction ends the 
proof of the lemma. 0 
The following lemma is easy to prove 
Lemma 3.4. Let I3 be an uncountable set and let p : B + E% be a function. Then there 
exists a sequence of pairwise different elements (B,), of t3 such that 
PL(BI) < ,4B2) < . 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that X is hereditarily decomposable and X contains no n/f-ods. 
Let A E C(X). Then 
(a) There exists E > 0 such that, if B E W, Tf(A, B) < E and B n A # 0, then 
A c B. 
(b) The set {B E W: A c B} is at most countable. 
Proof. (a) Suppose, on the contrary, that there does not exist such an E. Then there exists 
a sequence (B,), in W such that B, 4 A and, for each n E N! B, n A # 0 and 
A - B, # 0. We analyze two cases: 
Case 1: BTL-Af0f or injinitely many n. Then, we may assume that B, - A # 0 
for every n E N. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a subsequence of (B,), and there exists 
a point p E A such that p is in each element of the subsequence. We may also assume 
that p E B, for each n E W. 
Since BI - A # 0 and A - BI # 0, there exists Ni E N such that, for each n > Ni, 
B1 - B, # 0 and B, - BI # 0. Since BN, - A # 8 and A - BN, # 0, there exists 
N2 E N such that N2 > NI and, for each n 3 N2, BN, - B, # 0 and B,, - B.,, # 8. 
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Proceeding in this way, it is possible to construct Nt < N2 < . . . < NM such that, if 
i # j, then BN~ - BN~ # 0. 
SincepE BN, fI...nBNhl, we obtain a contradiction with Lemma 3.3. 
Case 2: There exists NO E N such that B, c Afor each n 3 No. Then we may assume 
that B, c A for each n E N. Fix a Whitney map p : C(X) + I. Since B, # A for each 
n E N, we have p(B,) < p(A). Then there exists an strictly increasing subsequence of 
the sequence (P(B,))~. Thus, we may assume that p(BI) < p(B2) < ... 
Since X is hereditarily decomposable, there exist two proper subcontinua C, D of A 
such that A = C U D. Since p(C) and p(D) < p(A), we may assume that p(C) and 
~(0) < ,u(B,) and D I- B, # 0 for each n E N. This implies that, for each n E N, 
B, -C # 0, B, - D # 0 and B, nD # 0. By Lemma 2.3, there exist a point a E D and 
there exists a subsequence of (Bn)n such that a is in each element of the subsequence. 
Then, we may also assume that a E B, for every n E N. 
Here, we distinguish two cases: 
Case 2.1. For each n E N, there exists m > n such that B, c B, and B, - B, # 0 
for each T > m. Then there exists nt E N such that B,, - B, # 0 for each r > nt. 
Let n2 2 nt + 1 be such that B,, - B, # 0 for each r > n2. Proceeding in this way, 
it can be constructed nt < n2 < . . . < T-AM such that, if i < j, then B,% - Bn3 # 0. If 
i < j, p(B,%) < p(Bnj), then Bn, - Bn, # 0. Thus, if i # j, then B,, - Bnj # 0. 
SinceaEB,,n...nB,,, we get a contradiction with Lemma 3.3. 
Case 2.2. There exists no E N such that, for every m 2 no, BnO - B, # 0 or there 
exists r > m such that B, c B,. Since no 3 no, there exists nt > no such that B,, c 
B,, . Since nt 2 no, there exists n2 > n1 such that B,, c Bnl. Proceeding in this way, 
integers 121 < 722 < ... < nM can be constructed such that B,, c B,, c . . . c B,, . 
If i < M, P(%) < PC&+, 1, then &+, - B,% # 0. Then there exists &i > 0 such 
that %+, - N(&i,B,t) # 0. W e may assume that EM-I > EM-~ > . . > ~1. Then 
N(&t, Bn,) c N(E~, Bnz) C .. C N(EM--1, BnM_,). Fix EM > EM-l. 
We will show, inductively, that for each k E { 1, , M}, there exist continua 
Cr ,..., Cksuchthat,foreachi~{l,..., k}, B,zcC,cN(~(,B,i)and 
Ci-((u{Cj: .i~{l,...,k}-{i}})uA) f0. 
By Lemma 3.2, there exists Ct E C(X) such that %(Cr, Bn,) < EI, Cl - A is 
connected and B,, c Clx(Ct - A). Then Ct - A # 0 and B,, c Cl C N(EI, B,,). 
Now, suppose that Cl,. . . , Ck have been constructed. For each i E { 1, . . . , k}, fix a 
point 
pi E Ci - 
NJ{ 
cj: j E {l,..., k) - li))) UA). 
Then {PI,. . . ,pk)nB,,+, = 0. Thus there exists 0 < E < E~+I such that {PI, . . . , pry} n
NC&, 8x,+,) = 0. BY L emma 3.2, there exists Ck+l such that C’k+l - A is connected, 
E(G+t, %+,) < c and B,,,, c Clx(Ck+l - A). 
Then &,+, c Ck+l c N(E, B,,,,). For each i E { 1, . . . , k}, pi E Ci - Ck+t . Thus 
Ci - 
NJ{ 
cj: j E {l,..., k + 1) - {i}}) u A) # 0. 
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SinceC1U...UCk C iV(~k,&~), thereexists apointp E B,,,, -(clU...Uck). Then 
p~Clx(Clc+~-A).Thusthereexistsapointq~Clc+l-Asuchthatq~ClU...UC~. 
Hence C,+i - (A U*C, U . . U Ck) # 8. This completes the proof of the existence of 
C,,...>CM. 
Since a E Ci n . n CM, by the main result in [ 111, X has an M-od. This is a 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) Suppose, on the contrary, that the set f? = {B E W: A C I?} is uncountable. Fix a 
Whitney map I_L :C(X) -+ 1. By Lemma 3.4, there exists a sequence of pairwise distinct 
elements (B,)n of B such that p(Bi) < p(&) 6 . . . Since C(X) is compact, we may 
assume that B, ---) A0 for some A0 E C(X). Notice that, for each n E N, ,u(Bn) < 
I and A c Ao, so B, fl A0 # 0. 
By (a), there exists N E N such that, for each n 3 N, A0 c B,. Then p(AO) = 
p(Bn). Thus A0 = B, for every n 3 N. This contradicts the choice of (B,), and ends 
the proof of (b). 0 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that X contains no M-ads, X is hereditarily decomposable and, 
for each A E C(X), C(X) - {A} IS arcwise connected. Then the space W contains no 
arcs. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that W contains an arc y. If X E y, then there exists 
a subarc of y which does not contain X, so, we may suppose that X $ y. Let 
N = {A E y: there does not exist B E y such that B is properly contained in A}. 
Fix a Whitney map p : C(X) -+ 1. For each B E y, let-A, E y n C(B) be such that 
I < p(C) for every C E y n C(B). Then AB E N and Ag c B. 
For each A E N, let YA = {B E y: A c B}. By the paragraph above, y = 
U{YA: A E N}. By Th eorem 3.5(b), each ?A is at most countable. This implies that N 
is uncountable. 
For each A E C(X) - ({X} U F,(X)), since C(X) - {A} is arcwise connected, it is 
easy to prove that there exists DA E C(X) such that AriDA # 8, A-DA # 0 # DA-A. 
Fix a point pA E DA - A. 
We will prove the following assertion: 
For each A E C(X) - ({X} U Fl(X)), there exists &A > 0 such that, 
ifBEW, ‘H(A,B)<EAandBn(AUDA)#0,thenAcB. (*I 
Suppose, on the contrary, that the assertion (*) is not true. Then there exists a sequence 
(B,) n in W such that B, -+ A, B,n(AUDA) # 8 and A-B, # 0. By Theorem 3.5(a), 
we may assume that, for each n E N, B, n A = 0. Then B, n DA # 0. Notice that, we 
may also assume that B, - DA # 0 for every n E N. 
Since A rl BI = 0, there exists ni E N such that, for each n 3 nl , B, n B, = 0. Since 
AnB,, = 0, there exists n2 E N such that n2 > nl and, for each n 3 n2, B,nB,, = 0. 
Proceeding in this way, there exist ni < n2 < ’ . < nM such that Bnz n Bn3 = 0 if 
i # j. 
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DefineE = DAUB,, lJ...U&,. Then E- DA = (B,, -DA)L.J...U(B,~,, -DA) 
has at least M components. Hence E is an M-od. This contradiction completes the proof 
of the assertion (*). 
Notice that, we may assume that &A has the property: if ‘H(A, B) < &A, then PA !$ B 
and B - DA # 8. 
Since N is uncountable, there exists p > 0 such that the set Na = {A E N: &A > p} 
is uncountable. 
Let (Y: I + y be a homeomorphism. Let 6 > 0 be such that, if js - tl < 6, then 
IFl(cr(s), a(t)) < p. Since cy-l (N ) a IS uncountable, there exists 0 ,< a < b < 1 such that 
b - a < 6 and [a, b] f? CP-’ (A&) is infinite. 
If s,t E [~,b] n CU-’ (NO) and s # t, then ~~(~1 and ~~(~1 > p > ‘H(a(s),a(t)), 
a(s) - a(t) # 0 and a(t) - Q(S) # 0. By the choice of Ed and E,(~), o(s) n (a(t) U 
D,(t)) = 0 and o(t) n (o(s) U Da(,)) = 0. 
Define G = U{&(s): s E [a,b]} E C(X). If t E [u,b] n a-‘(No) and s E [u,b], 
then ti(o(s),cu(t)) < p < qt) and p,(,) $ o(s). Thus p,(,) +I! G for every t E 
[u, b] n cl(No). 
For each t E [a,b] n QI -‘(NO), we assert that the set 
1(t) = {s E [a, b] n 0-I (No): D,(t) n D,(3) # 0) 
has at most ill - 1 elements. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists pairwise different 
elements tr, . . $,14-l in I(Z) such that t # (t,, . , t~_l). Define t = t&f, K = 
D (Y(t,~ U I.. U D,ct,,) and L = K U cx(tl) U .. U a. Then K, L E C(X). Since, 
for i # j, a(&) - D,(,%) # 0 and a(&) n (cr(t,) u Doct,,) = 0, L - K has at least M 
components. Then L is an M-od. This contradiction proves that I(t) has at most M - 1 
elements for every t E [a, b] n CT’ (No). 
Since [a, b] n o-‘(No) is infinite, the assertion in the paragraph above, implies that 
there exist tl, . , . , iA4 E [a, b] n cu-‘(NO) such that D,ctt) f? DOlctjJ = 8 if i # j. 
Define LO = G U D,(t,) U . .. U DactM) E C(X). Since P,(,~) E D,cti) - G for 
each i E { 1, . . , iM}, LO is an M-od. This contradiction completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Theorem 3.7. If C(X) is a finite-dimensional Cartesian product, then X is locally con- 
netted. 
Proof. Suppose that C(X) z W x Y, where W and Y are finite-dimensional 
generate continua. Then 
nonde- 
- There exists iVl E N such that X contains no M-ods (see [12, Theorem l] 
5.31). 
and C6, 
- X is hereditarily decomposable [8, Theorem 2.51. 
- For each A E C(X), C(X) - {A} IS arcwise connected [S, Theorem 2.31. 
- W and Y are arcwise connected [8, Lemma 2.11. 
If X is not locally connected then, by Theorem 1.3, there exists A E C( X> - Fr (X} 
such that C(X) has a wrinkle at A. By Theorem 2.4, C(X) has a fold at A. Let E > 0 
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be such that B(E,A) n F,(X) = 0. We identify C(X) with W x Y. Let 7rw.7ry be 
the projection maps of MJ’ x Y onto \5’ and Y, respectively. Let Uo = I?(&? A). By 
Theorem 2.5, we may assume that TiI- has a fold at a point ~‘0 E 7rw(Uo). Let y() E Y 
be such that (1110, y(j) E Uo, Since (~0) x Y is arcwise connected, there exists an arc 
7 c ({wo} x Y) n UO. By Theorem 2.6, C(X) has a fold at every point of y. Notice 
that 7 n FI (X) = 0. Then, Theorem 2.4 implies that C(X) has a wrinkle at every point 
of 7,. This is a contradiction with Theorem 3.6. Therefore X is locally connected. 0 
Theorem 3.8. C(X) is a jnite-dimensional Cartesian product {f and only if X is an arc 
or 0 circle. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.7 and [3, 9.71 (see [8, Theorem 1.11). 0 
4. The example 
Example 4.1. There exists a nonlocally connected continuum 2 such that C(Z) E 2 x I. 
Let Q = {(s,,),: n E W} be the Hilbert cube. For each n E N, define q7, = 
(l/n. 0,. . .) E Q. Define q = (O,O, . .) E Q. Let L = I x {q} c I x Q and, for 
each 72 E N, let L, = I x {qn} c I x Q. Define QO = (0) x Q CI x Q. Let d be the 
metric defined in I x Q by d((t, (tn)n), (s? (s~~)~)) = jt - s/ + C It,, - .~,1/2~. 
Finally, define 2 = QO U L U Li U . c I x Q. Then 2, with the topology as subspace 
of I x Q is a nonlocally connected continuum. Let 3-1 be the Hausdorff metric in C(Z). 
Define A = {A E C(Z): A n Q. # 0). S’ mce QO is locally connected, by 
[9, I .208.6]. A is an AR. 
We will prove that A is homeomorphic to Q. By [4, Theorem 11, we only have to 
prove that the identity map IA in A is a uniform limit of Z-maps in A. Remember that 
a Z-set in a continuum X is a closed subset A of X such that, for each E > 0. there 
exists a map ,f : X 4 X - A such that d(f(z), x) < E for every z E X and, a Z-map 
in X is a map f : X + X such that the image f(X) is a Z-set in X. 
For each n E N, let Z,, = {(t. (t,)7,1) E Z: t,r,, = 0 for each m > n} and let 
T?l . . Z + Z, be the natural projection: 7r, (t. (t,n),rL) = (f. tl.. , t,, 0.. .). Clearly, 7rn 
is well defined, continuous and d(p. n,(p)) < l/2” for every p E 2. 
For every 71 E N, define frl : A + A by fn(A) = riT,, (A) (the image of A under 7r,, ). 
If I) E il n Qo, then T,(P) E f,,(A) n Qo. Thus j,,(A) E A and ‘li(A, fn(A)) < l/2?& 
for each A E A. Then fn is well defined, continuous and IA is the uniform limit of the 
sequence ( frl ) ,L. 
For each n 3 2, define P,, : Qo + I by &(O, (fm)rrr) = max{tz, . , tn}. Then &, is 
continuous. Define gl, : QO + C(Qo) by 
!lT1 (0. (t7,1)rn) = { (0. TV,. . t,,. r, ‘r. .) E Qo: l.ijrl (0. (tm)m) < T < l}. 
Then g,l is continuous. Now, define G, : A + A by 
G(A)= (U{.SJP): p~AnQ,,})u(An(LuL,u...)). 
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Before proving properties on G,, let 7r : I x Q -+ Q be the natural projection. We 
assert that, for each A E A, A n Q. = (0) x r(A). Clearly, A n Q. c (0) x r(A). 
Let p = (0, (tm)m) E (0) x n(A). Let a = (s, (tm)m) E A be such that r(u) = (tm),. 
If s = 0, then p E A n Qo. If s > 0, then a E L or a E LI, for some k E N. Since 
A is connected and A n &a # 0, we have the followings: if a E L, then the point 
in L n QO = {(O,O, . . .)} = ((0, ~(a))} = {p} belongs to A, so p E A n Qo, and if 
a E Lk, then the point (0, l/lc,O,. . .) = (O,r(a)) = p belongs to A, so p E A fl Qo. 
Thus (0) x T(A) c A n Qo. Therefore, A n Q. = (0) x n(A) for every A E A. 
Hence, for each A E A, A n QO E C(Q0) and the function A --f A rl QO from A 
in C(Qa) is continuous. If A E A, g,(A n Qo) = {gn(p): p E A n Qo}, then (see [9, 
0.491) the map A --+ {gn(p): p E A n QO} from A in C(C(Qa)) is well defined and 
continuous. It follows that G,(A) is a closed subset of 2 and U{gn(p): p E A n Qo} 
is a connected subset of Gn(A) for every A E A (see [9, 1.491). 
Let A E A. If p = (t, l/lc,O, . . .) is a point in Lk n A, for some k E N, since A is 
connected and An QO # 0, p E {(s, l/lc,O, . .): s E [0, t]} and this set is a connected 
subset of A n LI, C G%(A). In particular, the point a = (0, l/lc, 0, . . .) E A n Lk. Since 
&(a) = 0, then a E gn(a) c U{gn(z): II: E AnQo}. Since U{gn(z): z E AnQo} is a 
connected subset of G,(A), it follows that G,(A) is connected. Hence G,(A) E C(Z). 
Since A E A, we can choose a point IZ: = (0, (s~)~) E A n QO so that the point 
Hence, G,(A) E A and G, is well defined. 
The continuity of G, follows easily from the continuity of the map 
A --) u {a&$ P E A n Qo}. 
Let A E A. If p E A n QO and 17: E g,(p), then d(p, z) < l/2”. Notice that gn(p) # 8. 
This implies that ‘H(A, G,(A)) 6 l/2n. 
If k, n 3 2 and A E A, then there exists a point p E A n Qo. Hence gk(p) c Gk(A) 
and Gk(A) contains a point of the form (0, tt , . , . , tk, 1, 1, . . .) which is not in 2,. Thus 
Gk(d) n fn(d) = 0. That is, Gk : A + A - fn(d). It follows that fn(d) is a Z-set 
of A. 
Therefore, A is homeomorphic to Q. 
For each n E N, define C, = { [0, t] x {(l/n, 0,. .)} E A n C(L,): t E I}. Define 
,C = {[0, t] x {(O,O, . . .)} E A n C(L): t E I}. Define I3 = ,C U lJ{&: n 3 l}. For 
each Ic E N, Gk(d) n B = 0. Thus B is a Z-set in A. 
Define Qt = I x &a. For each n. E N, let R, = {(t, 0,1/n, 0,. . .) E &I: t E I}. Let 
h={(t,O,...)~Ql: tEI}.DefineR=&URtU....ItiseasytocheckthatRis 
a Z-set of Qi. 
Define fo : 23 --f R by fo([O, t] x {(x,0,. . .)}) = (t,O,z,O,. . .). Then fa is a homeo- 
morphism. Then (see [ 11) fo can be extended to a homeomorphism ft : A + Qi. 
Let 4: C(I) --f I x I be a homeomorphism such that 4([0, t]) = (t, 0) for every t E I. 
Let $ = (41,42). 
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Let C = {A E C(Z): A c L u L, u .. .) = C(L) U c(L1) U .... Define fz:C ---f 
1 X (L U L1 U . . .) by f2([a, b] x {(x,0,. .)}) = (41 ([a, b]), 42([a, b]), x,0, .). Clearly 
f2 is a homeomorphism. 
Finally, define f : C(Z) + 1 x 2 by 
f,(A) if A E A, 
f(A) = {f*(A) if A E C. 
If A E A n C!, then A is of the form A = [0, b] x {(z, 0, .)} E B. So that fl (A) = 
h(A) = (b,O,z,O,. .) and h(A) = (~l([O,bl),~2([0,~1),~,0,. . .) = @,0,~0,. .). 
Thus f,(A) = f2(A). H ence f is well defined and continuous. 
If A E A, B E C and f(A) = f(B), let B = [u,b] x {(x,0,. . .)}, then f2(B) = 
f](A) E &I. Hence fz(B) is of the form 12(B) = (41 [a, b], 0,x,0,. .). Thus q3([q b]) = 
4(10,41 [a, 41). Th en a = 0 and B E A. Thus f,(A) = f(A) = f(B) = f,(B). Hence 
A = B. Therefore, f is injective. 
It is easy to show that f is onto. 
Therefore C(Z) is homeomorphic to I x 2. 
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